TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2021
CITY OF COLLEGE PARK
*VIRTUAL MEETING*
Please check meeting notice and City calendar for participant information
WORKSESSION AGENDA
7:30 P.M.
COLLEGE PARK MISSION
We provide excellent services, transparent and inclusive governance, and advocate for our
residents to enhance the quality of life for our diverse community.

Time

Item

Staff/Council

Call To Order

7:30

City Manager’s Report
Amendments To And Approval Of The Agenda

7:40

1

Report and presentation from the Restorative Justice
Steering Committee and discussion of next steps (60)

8:40

2

Discussion of on-street parking access for townhouse
owners and tenants in the 4700 block of Cherokee Street,
and review of traffic flow issues and solutions (20)

Antonio Carter,
Maxine Gross and
Andrew Fellows

Jim Miller,
Parking Enforcement
Manager

Alan Hew, Chair, Bee
City USA Committee
and Brenda Alexander,
Assistant Director of
Public Works

9:00

3

Discussion of “No Mow Month” request by the Bee City USA
Committee (15)

9:15

4

Presentation and discussion of a Participatory Budgeting
process (20)

Gary Fields,
Director of Finance

9:35

5

Requests for/Status of Future Agenda Items

Mayor and Council

1

001

9:40

6

Mayor and Councilmember Comments

9:45

7

City Manager's Comments

9:50

8

Adjourn

Mayor and Council

Kenneth Young,
City Manager

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance, please
contact the City Clerk’s Office and describe the assistance that is necessary.
This agenda is subject to change. Agenda times are estimates only. For the most current
information, please contact the City Clerk at 240-487-3501.
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1
Presentation
from the
Restorative
Justice Steering
Committee
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By: David Thornton, Racial Equity Officer

Meeting Date: 11/2/2021

Presented By: Tone Carter, Restorative Justice Steering Committee Consultant
Maxine Gross, Restorative Justice Steering Committee Co-Chair
Andy Fellows, Restorative Justice Steering Committee Co-Chair
Proposed Consent: No
Originating Department:

Administration/Human Resources

Issue Before Council:

Discussion of recommendations put forth by the Restorative Justice Steering
Committee to the City Council on the scope of work, membership, process,
facilitation, and training for a Restorative Justice Commission.

Strategic Plan Objective:
Objective 2: Celebrate our history and diversity to highlight our unique character and build on the strengths
of our community.
Objective 6: Inspire and nurture a welcoming and inclusive community that encourages and embodies
engagement, collaboration, and equity throughout our city.
Background/Justification:
On February 9, 2021, the City Council approved creating the Restorative Justice Steering Committee in
response to Council Resolution 20-R-16 (attached), “Renouncing the Systematic Racism and Declaring
Support of Black Lives”, and a subsequent Council presentation from residents of Lakeland, a historically
Black community in College Park. Both the Resolution and the Lakeland presentation called for a restorative
justice process to address the harms caused to the Lakeland community by the City, particularly during the
urban renewal process in the 1960s. The Resolution stated that the City acknowledges and apologizes for
its past history of oppression, particularly regarding the Lakeland community, actively seeks opportunities for
accountability and truth-telling about past injustice, and aggressively seeks opportunities for restorative
justice.
The City Council appointed eight members to the Restorative Justice Steering Committee (RJSC) on April
13, 2021, and the RSJC began meeting bi-weekly on May 24, 2021. The RJSC’s purpose is to recommend
to the Mayor and Council the scope of work, membership, process, facilitation, and training, for a Restorative
Justice Commission which will be subsequently established. The work of the Steering Committee has taken
the expected time frame of approximately six months and is expected to terminate once the RJS report is
accepted by the Council.
The RJSC recommends the following components/processes for the Restorative Justice Commission (RJC):
A. Members appointed by the City Council comprised of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Representatives from the Lakeland Community (suggest two or three).
City residents outside the Lakeland Community (suggest two or three)
Representative from the Mayor and Council (suggest one or two)
Former Lakeland resident
Person experienced with restorative justice processes
a) The Mayor and Council select the Chair of the Commission and approve all appointments.
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b) The Commission is supported by City staff who shall be liaisons to the Council but not vote as
members of the Council.
c) The Restorative Justice Commission’s meetings are open to the public.
B. Complete the recommendations made by the Restorative Justice Steering Committee over a five-year
time frame with quarterly scheduled meetings with Mayor and Council.
C. Identify resources (training programs, books, etc.) and facilitators that the City Council should consider
securing to ensure restorative justice process will be successful.
D. Operate using three subgroups
1. Documentation Committee,
2. Outreach Committee and
3. Restorative Process Committee.
E. Identify neighborhood stabilization needs and strategies (The Council works session discussion on
February 2, 2021, included concerns about the current economic pressures that are impacting the
community)
F. Provide Deliverables to the City Council to include:
1. Text and electronic record of historical race-based adverse actions and harm caused
2. Text and electronic record of truth-telling
3. Community engagement process that consistently solicits input and feedback from current, former,
and future members of the broader Lakeland community
4. Establishment and maintenance of internet-accessible record process, elements, and outcome of the
City’s restorative justice to include all elements, historic story, truth-telling, restorative measure
exploration, and implementation.
5. Concrete restorative measures, which to the extent possible, correct the race-based harms from the
City of College Park and its partners impacting the African American community of College Park,
Maryland
6. An active memorial space sited in Lakeland, the historic African American community of College
Park, to house the historic record and serve as a place of recognition and celebration for the City’s
cultures and history.
Fiscal Impact: The City of College Park has allocated $100,000.00 for the start of the Restorative Justice
Commission’s budget in FY 2022. The overall fiscal impact will vary depending upon future
recommendations and findings of the Restorative Justice Commission and subsequent Council action.
Council Options:
1. Accept the recommendations from the RJSC on establishing a Restorative Justice Commission for
Council Approval.
2. Request additional information regarding the proposed purpose and composition of a Restorative
Justice Commission from the RJSC
3. Take no action at this time.
Staff Recommendation:
Option #1 or #2
Recommended Motion:
N/A

Worksession RJSC2
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Attachments:
1. Council Resolution 20-R-16 Renouncing the Systematic Racism and Declaring Support of Black Lives.
2. Written report completed by Restorative Justice Steering Committee
3. Restorative Justice PowerPoint Presentation

Worksession RJSC3
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20-R-16

RESOLUTION
OF THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COLLEGE PARK
RENOUNCING SYSTEMIC RACISM AND DECLARING
SUPPORT OF BLACK LIVES

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council acknowledge that certain public policies
have created wide disparities of well-being and opportunity among Black people in
College Park and throughout the United States; and

WHEREAS, many of these policies and actions have led to systemic racism in
our community and country; and

WHEREAS, the enormous consequence of systemic racism in our community
and across the country is that opportunities for employment, housing, safety, wealth,
education, health, and other conditions of life quality have been denied or diminished
for Black people; and

WHEREAS, Black people are rightly outraged by this country's devaluation of
Black life and humanity; and

WHEREAS, Black people have been targeted, profiled, injured and murdered
by law enforcement throughout this country at inexplicable rates; and

WHEREAS, the City of College Parks is comprised of 15% Black residents;
and

WHEREAS, past practice and policy of the City of College Park have
systemically disadvantaged black residents and the historically black community of
Lakeland; and

WHEREAS, these residents deserve justice, fair treatment, and recognition of
their valuable contributions to our community without fear.
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20-R-16

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of College Park must
explicitly, directly, consciously, and painstakingly seek out and confront systemic
racism; and it is further

RESOLVED, that the Mayor and Council acknowledge and apologize for our
city's past history of oppression, particularly with regards to the Lakeland community,
and actively seek opportunities for accountability and truth-telling about past injustice,
and aggressively seek opportunities for restorative justice; and it is further

RESOLVED, that the City of College Park will examine our history and all
current policies and programs for evidence of disparate impact based on race and
ethnicity; and it is further

RESOLVED, that we will determine if any of our actions, deliberate or
unintended, create barriers to equal participation and opportunity for Black people in
our community; and it is further

RESOLVED that the Mayor and Council will actively involve and learn from
Black people so that we can collectively create policies and practices eliminating
barriers to participation, equality, and opportunity; it is further

RESOLVED that the Mayor and Council believe that Black Lives Matter.
ADOPTED by the Mayor and City Council of the City of College Park,
Maryland, at a regular meeting on June 9, 2020, and effective immediately.

ATTEST:

y~ ~foi )L_
Janeen S. Miller, CMC, City Clerk

CITY OF COLLEGE PARK:

-~-+u_ _

By____,../_)
. !_
t:• Patrick rfwojahn, Mayor
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Introduction
The record of African Americans in College Park is closely tied to the story of its’ historic
African American community, Lakeland. Lakeland’s story mirrors much of the African American
experience during legalized segregation in the United States. Located in the South near the District
of Columbia, but also has proximity to Baltimore, the community has a narrative that includes
elements of Southern life and of African Americans’ Great Migration northward in search of wider
opportunities. The story of Lakeland is representative of many African American communities
that grew and flourished despite the limitations of a less than hospitable society.
In the late 1890s, Prince George’s County, Maryland, was overwhelmingly populated by
whites. Early in that decade, developer Edwin A. Newman designed Lakeland to be a resort-style
suburban community, although much of the area was wetlands and undesirable for development.
At that time, Lakeland’s African American residents lived near Paint Branch and Indian Creek,
east of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad tracks, while white residents resided on the western side
of that divide. This began to change around the dawn of the 20th century when African Americans
Benjamin Robert Hicks, John C. Johnson, and Joseph Brooks moved their families to new homes
in an area west of the railroad tracks. Oral histories tell us that these families endured threats to
their lives and property. Over the next several years, nearly all the white residents left as African
Americans continued to arrive to make homes in Lakeland.
Religious life and education were always the backbone of the community and were seen by many
as essential for life. By 1903, Lakeland was an established African American community with two
churches and a school. Meetings for “song and praise” in individuals’ homes led to the
establishment of two congregations: First Baptist Church, founded in 1891, and Embry African
Methodist Episcopal Church, founded in 1903. Lake landers opened their community’s first school
in 1903. Prince George’s County Board of Education documents designated it as a school for the
“new colored of Lakeland.” That school was soon too small to meet the needs of the community
and was replaced by a larger structure in 1917. As Lakeland continued to grow, the Julius
Rosenwald Fund, which assisted in the building of more than 5,000 schools for African Americans
in the South, helped Lakeland build two more schools, an elementary school in 1925 and a high
school in 1928.
Lakeland is centrally located within a group of small, interconnected, historically African
American communities along U.S. Route 1, from Laurel, Maryland, to the District of Columbia.
Tied together by family, education, and recreation, these communities drew together to meet the
needs of their residents. In the 1920s, representatives of the communities of Bladensburg, North
Brentwood, Ammendale, Muirkirk, and Laurel joined Lake Landers in requesting a high school to
serve the area’s African Americans. With public funding, money raised within the communities,
and additional aid from the Rosenwald Fund, the school was built. In September 1928, Lakeland
High School opened with students attending from those communities. From then until 1950, when
the student body was moved to a new high school in Fairmount Heights, Maryland, Lakeland High
School served as a cultural and social center for African American families throughout northern
Prince George’s County. Sterling and Bettye Queen, both raised in North Brentwood and graduates
of Lakeland High School, explained that attending school together made for a sense of family.
Bettye noted that all the “families knew families in Lakeland.”
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Lakeland’s topography and location near Paint Branch and Indian Creek provided an ongoing
challenge to the community. Nearly all of the area was within a 100-year flooding zone. However,
some sections experienced flooding yearly, resulting in loss of possessions and deterioration of
structures. By 1961, a substantial number of homes in the community did not meet modern housing
standards. Community leaders sought help from the city government. After much study and
consultation with Lakelanders, the City of College Park requested federal government help in the
form of flood control and funding for redevelopment and home renovations. The request ultimately
resulted in the Lakeland Urban Renewal Plan, approved by the city in 1970. When the topic of
urban renewal has been brought up during the documentation of oral histories, volunteers
conducting the interviews have encountered long pauses, curt summaries, and unexpected
omissions from Lake landers who recall the experience. From the 1960s through the mid-1980s,
the urban renewal process in Lakeland demolished many family homes, displaced 104 of 150
households, and replaced much of the neighborhood with a mix of subsidized townhouses, highdensity apartments largely inhabited by students, and an elder housing facility. Few of the many
families forced to leave during construction could resettle in Lakeland. The depth of this loss
continues to affect African American preservation in Lakeland today, as current residents in the
City of College Park and the surrounding area often have no knowledge of Lakeland and its unique
history.
On June 9, 2020, the Mayor and City Council unanimously passed a resolution that Tuesday night
acknowledging the structural racism in the city — what it called the first step in achieving racial
equity in College Park.
Residents and council members agreed that acknowledging the history of discriminatory injustices
and apologizing for damage done would mean nothing without action.
Additionally, on July 6, 2021, the City of College Park, hired a full-time Racial Equity Officer, to
serve as a liaison to the Restorative Justice Committee, showing their respective support of
Restorative Justice. (The Lakeland Community Heritage Project, Inc, 2009, Pg 7)
The Lakeland Community Heritage Project, Inc. (2009). Lakeland: African Americans in College Park.
Arcadia Publishing

Purpose
The purpose of the Restorative Justice Commission will be to make things right. By identifying
those institutions and individuals who have caused harm, and providing an opportunity and
encouragement for them to do right by those they have harmed. In doing so, the Commission This
principal purpose will bring about another critical result - to promote reconciliation and restoration
for the Lakeland Community of the City of College Park. As a result, by fulfilling these purposes,
the Commission and its process will achieve a consequential purpose, to benefit all of College Park
and beyond through the development and implementation of a successful process of restorative
justice culminating in recommendations for concrete restorative action by the City and its partners.
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Scope of Restorative Justice Commission

I
Introduction
This group will be charged with guiding the restorative justice process for the African American
community of College Park Maryland. Particular focus will be given to the historic African
American community of Lakeland, its current and past residents as well as the descendants of
current and past residents. This process will have active elements during the next five years as well
as an ongoing legacy.

II
Commission Overview and Objectives
The African American community of College Park, Maryland is a living thing entity made up of
families and individuals. Individually and collectively they have suffered harm attributable to the
City of College Park, Maryland, and other associated governmental entities. These actions had
their basis in prejudicial treatment due to race. Examples of adverse actions include but were not
limited to differential provision affording of community resources, prejudicial employment
practices, maintenance of an inferior road system, and the execution of an urban renewal program
which resulted in the destruction of ⅔ of the Lakeland community displacing more than 100
families.
The outcome of this restorative justice process will be the development of a stronger community
through a greater understanding of our past, the impact of past actions, lessons learned for a more
positive future and recommendations for substantive action to strengthen our community by
providing redress to those disadvantaged. It will right old wrongs done to the extent possible.
Elements of this process will include engagement of the community and stakeholders, truth-telling
by those harmed, the establishment of an accurate historical record, enactment of substantial
restorative measures with a reasonable expectation of repairing the harm done. Restorative
measures will be based on the needs and desires of those harmed.
A Restorative Justice Commission Committee appointed by the City will advocate for the
restorative justice process and work with the City and others to ensure the successful undertaking
of a restorative justice process in the City of College Park.
III
Scope of Work
● Make the work of the Restorative Justice Commission universally known and supported
within the College Park community.
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● Educate the public and other stakeholders on the concept and community benefits of
restorative justice
● Establish, and record the history of how race-based actions of the City and partners
negatively impacted African Americans. Research compiled by Lakeland Community
Heritage Project and Lakeland Digital Archive working group, University of Maryland
American Studies Department will serve as critical resources. Partnerships for the creation
of this historical record will be made with these groups as well as others.
○ Additional support for this work will be provided by a working group composed of
representatives from the Lakeland Community Heritage Project, University of
Maryland American Studies Department, Maryland Institute for Technology in the
Humanities, University of Maryland Archives, and others. This group will work
under the guidance and direction of the Restorative Justice Commission
○ Make every effort will be made to gather, analyze and make available to
stakeholders and researchers all pertinent documentation of this history including
records held by Maryland National Park and Planning Commission, State of
Maryland, Prince George's County, City of College Park, Maryland, United States
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Federal Housing Administration,
United States Government, Leon Wiener and Associates and others.
● Publicize historical records to the College Park community and other stakeholders
● Identify, gather and provide educational opportunities to stakeholders
● Hold well-publicized, appropriately facilitated truth-telling sessions with in-person and
other forms of testimony provided by those harmed
● Hold well-publicized educational opportunities to better understand the nature, impact, and
regress for harms found.
● Make recommendations to the City and other entities for the naming of current and future
community features in order to properly recognize the African American community and
memorialize community figures.
● Identify and recommend to the City an appropriate practitioner of restorative justice to
facilitate public sessions including truth-telling and identification of restorative measures
● Though a public process with a recognized expert in restorative justice generate a list of
recommended restorative measures based on harm done and the needs and desired of those
harmed
● Remain as a permanent, ongoing advocate for undoing the disadvantages visited upon those
of African descent within the City of College Park and caring out of restorative actions
recommended.
● At the compilation of this one-year active restorative justice process, the restorative justice
committee will transition to a Human Relations Commission. This group will be charged
with advocating for the recommended restorative measures and City and partner practices
that provide equitable treatment to all individuals and groups.
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IV
●
●

●
●

●

●
●

●
●

●
●

Task List
Hire researcher/writer to compile establish, and record the history of how race-based
actions of the City and partners negatively impacted African Americans
Develop a working group composed of representatives from the University of Maryland
Archives, University of Maryland Department of American Studies, Lakeland Community
Heritage Project, Lakeland Digital Archives workgroup, ASALA, and others to aid
researcher/s in completing the College Park Record of African American History.
Hire a media specialist to memorialize phases of the restorative justice process.
Establish an ongoing working relationship with city publicity staff to engage and inform
the College Park community by consistently and effectively publicizing and seeking to
engage the whole community. They will publicize the meetings of the Restorative Justice
Commission and its committees and programs consistently and effectively. They will also
communicate and publicize the philosophy of the City’s restorative justice program. Their
messages will consistently communicate the reasons for restorative justice, goals, and
processes being undertaken, opportunities for public involvement, and encouragement to
appropriately engage during meetings and programs of the Commission and its’
committees, as well as during other programs of the Commission
Establish a work plan with city publicity staff to include a bold internet presence
showcasing the mission, goals, and progress of the restorative justice process.
○ Establish and optimize web presence to act as publicity and information tool
utilizing similar sites as a guide including the site of the Maryland Lynching Truth
and Reconciliation Commission.
Recommend hiring of a consultant to provide advice and facilitate truth-telling and
restorative measures elements.
Initiate and carry out major events to inform the regional community about the history of
the City and its’ partners as related to the African American community of College Park
for a regional audience with special targeting to all stakeholder groups including officials
at the highest level of the University of Maryland, State of Maryland, Maryland National
Capital Park and Planning Commission, US Congress, US Department of Housing and
Urban Development and Federal Housing Administration
With expert guidance from the facilitator establish format and process for in-person truthtelling and healing programs
Initiate Truth Telling element by gathering testimony already recorded, providing
opportunities for newly recorded testimony as well as formal in-person truth-telling and
healing programs
Solicit recommendations for naming/ renaming current and future community entities.
Make formal recommendations to the City of College Park and other entities for the naming
and renaming of community entities,
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● With expert guidance from consultant/facilitator, develop a community engagement plan
to ensure ongoing and consistent input from current, former, and future members of the
Lakeland community regarding the restorative justice process, ensuring that these
community members shape the process
● With expert guidance from consultant/facilitator, establish format and process for
formulating recommendations for concrete restorative measures for individuals and the
community with three areas of focus: repairing past harms, resolving current harms, and
rebuilding for the future.
● Publish history, truth-telling, and healing element records (electronic and or text)
● Begin short term, long term, and legacy restorative measures
● Transition restorative justice committee to human relations committee

V
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Proposed Commission Timeline
Community engagement element - months 1- ongoing
History element - months 1- 72
Exploration and documentation of harm - months 1 - 12
Consultation with Facilitators to finalize process design - month 1
Truth Telling Element, collection - months 2 - 72
Truth Telling Element, in-person event - month 6
Solicit recommendations for the renaming/ naming of community entities - months 2Public in person and media based presentations on findings of History and Truth Telling
Month 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72
Healing Event - month 6
Restorative measure exploration and recommendation - month 12
Publication of record of history, harm, truth-telling, and restorative measure exploration month 12 through month 24
Formal renaming of City controlled community entities - month 12
Initiation of restorative measures - month 12 ongoing
Opening of memorial space within the dedicated center for history and culture - 24 month
Establishment and maintenance of inclusive naming recommendations for streets,
buildings and other public facilities and entities - month 12 - ongoing
Robustly advocating renaming of County, State controlled and community entities - month
6 - ongoing
Carry out activities which advocate and actualize the achievement of racial justice ongoing
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The Committee recommends that the Mayor and Council consider a six-year length for the
Commission, with terms of Commissioners to be for two years. Though the Proposed Commission
Timeline outlined above mostly focuses on the first two years of the Commission, it is unlikely to
be able to cover all of the harms done to the Lakeland Community and other people of color before,
after, and separate from urban renewal.
In 2020, the City of College Park observed the 75th Anniversary of its incorporation. The open
and hidden impacts of overt and covert systemic racism in College Park calls for an appropriate
amount of time to review and consider the more than 75 years of the City’s existence. Six years,
representing two years for every 25 years in the City’s first 75 years seems to this Committee to
be a minimum of time necessary for a comprehensive examination of the period for which the City
bears a local governmental responsibility.

VI
●
●
●
●

●

●

Commission Deliverables
Text and electronic record of historical race-based adverse actions and harm caused
Text and electronic record of truth-telling
Community engagement process that consistently solicits input and feedback from current,
former, and future members of the broader Lakeland community
Establishment and maintenance of internet-accessible record process, elements, and
outcome of the City’s restorative justice to include all elements, historic story, truth-telling,
restorative measure exploration, and implementation.
Concrete restorative measures which to the extent possible right the race-based harms from
the City of College Park and its partners impacting the African American community of
College Park, Maryland
Detailed recommendation for an active memorial space sited in Lakeland, the historic
African American community of College Park to house the historic record, and serve as a
place of recognition and celebration for the City’s cultures and history.

VIII Commission Staffing
The City Manager will have responsibility for the implementation of the plan they may choose to
delegate responsibilities to suitable members of City staff or consultants.
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IX

Success Criteria

The work of the restorative justice committee will be deemed successful if based on statistically
valid criteria 60% of the residents of the College Park community are familiar with the restorative
justice process in the city and at least 60% of each stakeholder group deems the process to be
beneficial to the health of the College Park community.
Time periods
Institutions
Subjects
Places
People

Goals of Restorative Justice Commission
The goals of the RJ Commission shall be multifaceted focused on the rebirth and preservation of
the Lakeland community, establishment of the community’s history with a focus on the City and
the impact of actions of the City and its’ partners, the impact or harm created by those actions and
redress of those harms through concrete restorative action impacting current Lakeland residents,
past residents and the descendants of both current and past Lakeland residents. This process will
be carried out with the inclusion/involvement of the Diaspora of the Lakeland Community.
1.

Recognizing those who fail to understand their history are doomed to revisit it. Utilizing
research methods determine and establish a historical record of the Lakeland community
with a focus on the actions of the City and its’ partners. Provide formal and informal
opportunities for testimonial truth-telling on the part of Lakelanders and others ensuring
the development of a publicly available record of that testimony.
2. Develop an action plan with steps to provide opportunities for public and private truthtelling by Lakelanders and others to explore the impact and harm of actions by the City
and its partners. Development of formal, endorsing record of the event
3. Develop an action plan with steps to provide at least one formal opportunity for public
remembrance and healing with a formal, enduring record of the event
4. Develop an action plan to bring into the restorative justice process individuals and entities
which brought about harm to the African Americans of College Park and to transition them
into being active participants of the process.
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5. Develop a series of action steps that will attempt to the extent possible redress and remedy
the loss experienced by current and former members of the Lakeland community due to
urban renewal and other actions that have had a detrimental impact on the Lakeland
community by the City of College Park, Prince George’s County, the Maryland-National
Capital Park, and Planning Commission and the University of Maryland. Such steps should
address:
a. The displacement of 2/3 of the historic Lakeland community and failure to provide
adequate opportunities for displaced residents to return to the neighborhood
b. The continued loss of identity of the Lakeland community through conversions of
owner-occupied properties into rentals and aging out of remaining Lakeland
residents
c. The lack of equitable and proportional investment in amenities and infrastructure
in Lakeland sufficient to make up for past disinvestment
6. Engage with current and former residents of Lakeland and family members to ensure that
restorative justice efforts are community-driven, while also relying on the resources and
history compiled by the Lakeland Community Heritage Project.
7. Ensure education and promotion of awareness of the history of the Lakeland community,
including East Lakeland, Western Lakeland, the “conservation area” and the Lakeland
High School as a keystone site. This history, including continued understanding and
acknowledgment of the legacy of urban renewal, should be enshrined in appropriate public
memorials, educational materials, and historical markers and demonstrate an appreciation
of the contributions of the Lakeland community to College Park and the greater community
while providing for greater awareness of Lakeland’s history.
8. Pursue steps to support a strong identity for the Lakeland community for future
generations, including:
a. Development of resources to support historic Lakeland community members
returning to and remaining in the Lakeland community
b. Supporting community awareness and events to help maintain a strong identity with
Lakeland, including by supporting the continued work of the Lakeland Community
Heritage Project
c. Providing direct resources to address ongoing needs within the Lakeland
community, including resources for education, access to jobs, housing, and
recreational amenities for Lakeland residents

VISION For Lakeland
Lakeland is a historically designated community where meaningful processes of restorative justice
have been and are being realized. Lakeland has a renewed historic character with low-density
housing, and compatible community commercial and home-based enterprises. Ninety percent of
the homes are owner-occupied and tenants have the tools and opportunity to become homeowners.
It is the home of legacy institutions in their historic structures and a robust center for culture,
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history, and heritage. The community is strong, healthy, safe, and inclusive both economically and
socially. The history and culture of the community and its members are honored, nurtured, and
celebrated. Lifelong vitality and learning are supported. Lakeland is physically and institutionally
interconnected with the larger community.
Strategy Areas
Transportation
ꞏ

Advocate for vehicular road connections between Lakeland and other communities

ꞏ

Advocate for maintenance of safe vehicular, pedestrian, and cycle routes

Education
ꞏ

Support robust, culturally inclusive lifelong education

ꞏ
Support the maintenance and success of Paint Branch Elementary School and College Park
Community Center
ꞏ
Ensure community youth have the tools and opportunities for excellence in education and
support them and achieving their goals.
ꞏ
Provide regular educational and celebratory programs to share and promote the history and
culture of Lakeland and its residents
ꞏ
Ensure the availability of education necessary to support individuals and families in becoming
homeowners.
Public Safety
ꞏ

Advocating for a system of justice that honors and values all and is just in its application.

ꞏ
Participating in programs that promote and advocate for positive relationships between
elements of the public justice system and community members
Sustainability
ꞏ

Initiate and support programs that develop and support owner-occupants

ꞏ

Support business creation and development in harmony with the vision

ꞏ
Initiate and support programs for community members which help build physical, intellectual,
social, and economic wealth
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ꞏ
Support efforts to conserve and more efficiently use resources in a fashion compatible with
the vision.
Revitalization and Redevelopment
ꞏ
Advocate for policies, programs, and regulations that rebuild and revitalize Lakeland in its
historic character with low-density housing.
ꞏ
Advocate for policies, programs, and regulations that support and facilitate community
commercial and home-based enterprises while retaining the community’s historic character.
ꞏ

Advocate and support the development of a physical center for culture, history, and heritage.

ꞏ
Advocate for policies and programs which encourage and support homeowners in the
purchase and rehabilitation, revitalization, and maintenance of their homes.
ꞏ
Support First Baptist and Embry AME Church congregations in the retention of their legacy
structures.
ꞏ
Support, maintenance, and sensitive renovation of the historic Lakeland High School
Structure
ꞏ
Advocate and support the development and location in Lakeland of a center for history,
heritage, and culture which shares and celebrates the cultures of all College Park’s residents
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Restorative Justice Committee
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The record of African Americans in College Park is
closely tied to the story of its’ historic African
American community, Lakeland. The story of
Lakeland is representative of many African
American communities that grew and flourished
despite the limitations of a less than hospitable
society.
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A Chance To Cooperat-e
Nearby Lakeland. 1\faryJand. un:uanitary. ill-liJchted and
ill-pavt:d. i~ about. t.o lJecome th e firs t. colored settlement in
the ~t.alc t.o have a voice in electing a mayor and council.
under le rnt."' of the recent. incorporation , -oted UJ•on h~- it~
residents and those o£ CollC~fC Park. Cah· crt. llill><. BcrV~;·yn.
and the ••Fifth Vi.st.ricC'. cornpri."'insc H ollywood . l>anh.-1,..
Park, Oak Sprin~ and Branch~·iHc. Thi."' ar....a ccn -.... r~ lRC)t)
acr~ :and cunt.aiu.s hcl " "ccn £uur ancJ ti,· e lhuu ... ancJ uahaLatant.~. with u
$6.000.000 b .a...U-c for lax.at.ion. The t.ov.-n... involved in t.hc cornlJinc hu'\· c '-'\"c l"}· thiug tu gain hy in<"urpurat.ion: a unified ccon(Jrnical ~y:.tern uf lis.:hting. JCarbasce colection. i rnpru\.·cd pavinJ:". pulic:<·. etc. Rt:~ idenl .s uf t.h~ inc:urJ,_
orated aa~c.::a aa·e crnJ""'''·c·rcd tu elect a mayor aud fi,· c cnuncilmcn. un c !'rom each 4.Jistrict.
Lakeland '\'otcd ovcr,,• hclminKIY against the rncru-cr : i 7 :~
again.:-.t tu !.) £ur, and it i.s rurnur<-d t.hat ct•r1ain prr.son,..
~ pread an impression throughout the cole-red cornmuauty
that the l!nh:c~t.y o£ 1\faryland, under the incorporation.
planned to t.ake fro m Lakelund it" Joke £ront t•roperty. The
opposition which developed, ho~·cver.
in~utYici .... nt tu
qua..~h incorporation proccedins;c~. in , -ie"' n~ the rnaJOritic~
oota..ined in the surrounding ,,· hate curnrnunilic~ .
Incorporation cha..irrnan Dr. T. B. Syrno~ of College Park
asaured the Cooperator th.i.."' week that no party in the incorporation could aeize or condeD'l.D property, and that Lakeland stood to benefit £rorn the merger. \Ve will "·atch de'\·clOp:alent-8 "With interest. Here is a chance ~or a poor , rtln-do"· n
eomrnunity to acquire :much-needed impro,·e rnent.."'. Here is
an opportunity ~or a -white and a colored groop to work together. and to acquire rc~pcc t und undcr d tan<.l inac £<.Jr each
other thereby.

'''L"

Referendum on Incorporation:

June 7. 1945.

Votes: District
For incorporation
gainst incorporation
- otal
-umber voting
_-umber registered
Per cent voting

1

2

3

234
50
284
331
357
92.7

220
46
266
304
354
85.9

9
171
180
197
203
97.0

4
219
158
377
381
405
94.1

5

273
282
555
555

605
91.8

Total

955
707
1662
1814*
1924
94.2
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CHARGE
1. Draft a proposed purpose, scope of work, and goals for the
Restorative Justice Commission.
2. Recommend the composition, size, and term of the Commission
members.
3. Draft a proposed framework and timeline for the Restorative
Justice Commission
4. Identify resources (training programs, books, etc.) and facilitators
that the City Council should consider purchasing and engaging to
help ensure this process will be successful.
026

Little Book of Restorative Justice

Restorative justice is a process that involves those who have a
stake in a specific offense or harm to collectively identify and
address harms, needs and obligations in order to heal and put
things as right as possible
“
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STAKEHOLDERS
Lakelanders, individuals or representatives of
institutions which caused harm, members of the
local community

028

LAKELANDER
Past or current Lakeland resident, or descendent of a past or
current resident of Lakeland
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PURPOSE
To make things right
By identifying those institutions and individuals who have caused harm and
providing an opportunity and encouragement for them to do right by those they
have harmed.
In doing so, will serve another critical purpose - to promote reconciliation and
restoration for the Lakeland Community of the City of College Park.
The Commission and its process will benefit all of College Park and beyond
through by the Development and implementation of a successful process of
restorative justice culminating in recommendations for concrete restorative action
by the City and its partners.
.
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GOALS
•
•
•
•

Focus on the rebirth of the Lakeland community
Establishment of the community’s history with a focus on the City and the
impact of actions of the City and its’ partners and the impact or harm created
by those actions
Regress of harms through concrete restorative action impacting current
Lakeland residents, past residents and the descendants of both current and
past Lakeland residents.
Process carried out with and the inclusion/involvement of the Diaspora of the
Lakeland Community, those causing harm (individuals and or institutions) or
their representatives and the wider community
031

COMMISSION COMPOSITION
•

•

15-21 members

2 year terms

•

Applicants proposed by recommendation and application

•

Appointments made by the Mayor and Council

•

May operate in subgroups including non commission members
032

Must be stakeholders in the restorative justice process
Lakelanders or others appointed with recommendation from a
Lakeland Legacy institution are the majority
Include individuals from natural affiliate groups including the
leaders of the religious, human rights and university
community and other groups with a natural affiliation with the
racial and restorative justice movements.
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TIMELINE HIGHLIGHTS
● Healing Event - month 6
● Public in person and media-based presentations on findings of
History and Truth-Telling Month 12, 24, 36, 48, 60 and 72
● Restorative measure exploration and recommendation - month 12
● Publication of record of history, harm, truth-telling, and restorative
measure exploration - month 12 through month 72
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● Formal renaming of City controlled community entities month 12
● Initiation of restorative measures - month 12 ongoing
● Opening of memorial space within the dedicated center for
history and culture - 24 month
● Establishment and maintenance of inclusive naming
recommendations for streets, buildings, and other public
facilities and entities - month 12 - ongoing
● Robustly advocating renaming of County, State-controlled
and community entities - month 6 - ongoing
● Carry out activities that advocate and actualize the
achievement of racial justice - ongoing
035

RESOURCES
●
●
●
●

Develop working groups/subcommittees
Utilize current staff for publicity
Researcher/writer, Media Specialist
Primary consultant and consultant for truth telling and
healing elements
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Building on the
Legacy

“Our Lovely Town, O Lakeland Town
Of Maples, Elms and Oaks.
A quiet town, a peaceful town,
Of Kind and gentle folks.
Our fathers stood with strength
And faith, to make this township
stand.
We love this strand of quiet land.”
1987 poem by Lakelander Shirley Randall Anderson
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Discussion of onstreet parking for
townhouse
residents in the
4700 block of
Cherokee Street
040

CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By:

James Miller
Meeting Date: 11/02/2021
Parking Manager, Public Services

Presented By:

Robert W. Ryan
Proposed Consent: No
Public Services Director and
James Miller, Parking Manager

Originating Department:

Public Services – Parking Management & Enforcement

Issue Before Council:

Discussion of on-street parking access for townhouse owners and tenants in the
4700 block of Cherokee Street and review of traffic flow issues and solutions.

Strategic Plan Objective:

#4: Enhance safety and quality of enforcement to advance our reputation
as a safe City.

Background/Justification:
On September 25th, 2018, the City Council approved agenda item number 18-G-124, restricted parking
around ‘The Boulevard’ (formerly known as ‘The Metropolitan’ development) by permit only.
Following a number of complaints from residents of the Lennar townhomes on Cherokee Street belonging to
‘The Boulevard’ development regarding a lack of parking availability on-site as a result of the developer
failing to complete the project, the City Council approved consent agenda item number 20-G-148 on
September 8th, 2020 by authorizing the removal of the existing permit parking signs on the south side of
Cherokee Street adjacent to the townhomes, from Baltimore Avenue to 48th Place, thereby allowing for
unrestricted parking of approximately twenty (20) to twenty five (25) vehicles.
The Planning Board resolution approving the Detailed Site Plan for ‘The Boulevard’ development had also
approved for alternative development district standards by allowing for eleven (11) on-street parking spaces
on Cherokee Street, which the City had fulfilled by removing the existing permit parking signs that allowed
for up to twenty-five (25) on-street parking spaces.
Regardless, more complaints from the Lennar townhome residents followed regarding the lack of on-street
parking availability due to non-resident vehicles parking as a result of the restrictions having been lifted.
Since there are a total of forty-five (45) townhomes within ‘The Boulevard’ development, there would not be
enough on-street space availability to accommodate parking at all times for all residents and their guests.
Lastly, possible safety concerns were also raised as to the width of the travel lane on Cherokee Street to
permit vehicles traveling in opposite direction to safely pass one another. In that Cherokee Street is the
same approximate width as other streets in the neighborhood that allow for two-way traffic and parking, it
was determined that standard sized vehicles can safely pass one another.
City Council wishes to further discuss the available options to determine if permit restricted parking should
be considered for designation specific to the Lennar townhome residents, if no action should be taken
beyond what has already been approved, or other possible options not yet discussed or considered.
Fiscal Impact:
If permit restricted parking were approved for the creation of a new permit parking zone specific to the
Lennar townhome residents, the city would bear the cost of materials needed to post new permit signs, as
well as to provide residents of the Lennar townhomes with residential visitor passes.
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Council Options:
1. Consider the option to create a new permit parking zone specific to the Lennar townhome residents on a
first come, first served basis due to the limited availability of on-street parking.
2. Consider other available options, if any.
3. Take no action.
Staff Recommendation:
Item #1.
Recommended Motion:
I move to authorize the City Manager to establish a new residential permit parking zone, on the South side
of Cherokee Street, for the sole use of residents of the Lennar townhouses.
Attachments:
1. Area Map

2
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3
“No Mow Month”
request by the
Bee City USA
Committee
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM
Prepared By: Brenda Alexander,
Assistant Director, DPW

Meeting Date: 11/02/2021

Presented By: Brenda Alexander, Bee City
Proposed Consent: No
Committee Staff liaison;
Alan Hew, Bee City Committee Chair
Anahi Espindola, Bee City Committee member
Originating Department:

Department of Public Works

Issue Before Council:

Evaluate a recommendation from the Bee City USA Committee to initiate a No
Mow Month in April 2022 to reduce lawn mowing that will help provide food and
nesting opportunities for early emerging pollinators.

Strategic Plan Objective: Objective #3, Preserve and enrich our environment and natural beauty to
attract people and sustain our City’s future.
Background/Justification:
The Mayor and Council approved resolution 20-R-10 to create a Bee City Committee charged with urban
pollinator conservation, education, and habitat creation and maintenance. Prior to the formation of the Bee
City Committee, the City jointly commissioned a new mural on Route 1, with CPCUP, featuring the Monarch
butterfly and other native species to the region as a way to improve awareness about various Maryland
native fauna and flora.
Since the creation of the Committee and its first meeting in December 2020 the committee has advocated
for a designated web page on the City’s website to post educational information related to pollinator
conservation, created a bi-lingual list of native pollinator friendly plants that are easy to grow in this area and
posted it on the Bee City web page, drafted an article for the June issue of the College Park Here & Now
newspaper to celebrate national pollinator week, prepared a proclamation for Mayor and Council to
designate the third week of June as pollinator week and created a pollinator Bingo card as a virtual
educational activity for resident participation. The Committee endorsed a seed give-away and collected
milkweed seeds from a City park, packaged and labeled them and distributed them throughout the City in
Little Free Libraries to encourage growth of this Monarch butterfly host plant. The seed give-away was a
popular topic on social media. A pollinator friendly planting has been approved as a Good Neighbor Day
volunteer project at the intersection of Cherokee Street and 49th Place.
As Committee members have been researching other initiatives to complement and strengthen pollinator
activities, the No Mow Month initiative was identified as a worthy initiative to undertake since it would provide
a source of food, and nesting places for reproduction for early emerging pollinators. A Councilperson from
Appleton, WI was invited to attend a committee meeting to discuss the process and data collected from a No
Mow Month initiative in his city; significant benefits of the pollinator populations observed in Appleton were
an increase in both pollinator density and diversity. The No Mow initiative also spurred an increase in active
pollinator awareness by the No Mow participants including an increase in pollinator plantings and reduction
of pesticide use. An additional benefit to the community is the reduction of exhaust from the mowing
equipment and the noise it generates, which contributes to a healthier environment.
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Fiscal Impact:
Reduction of Code Enforcement staff time needed to address tall grass abatements during the designated
No Mow Month.
Council Options:
1. Approve the recommendation from the Bee City Committee to adopt a resolution designating a No Mow
Month, in April 2022, as a mechanism to improve the urban pollinator population and support Bee City
Committee initiatives to meet requirements for annual certification
2. Provide another option for the Committee to explore
3. Decide not to move forward with this initiative at this time
Staff Recommendation:
Option #1
Recommended Motion:
I move to adopt a resolution for a No Mow Month trial period in April 2022 where residents are encouraged
not to mow their lawn to provide food and nesting opportunities for early emerging pollinators. Code
Enforcement Officers will refrain from enforcing tall grass Code violations during this period.
Attachments:
1. Briefing document, FAQ from Bee City Committee
2. Draft resolution No Mow Month
3. Power point presentation

3
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Briefing document on “No-Mow April”
By College Park Bee City USA Committee
November 2021

Background
Globally, declines in pollinator abundance and diversity are well documented. One of the main causes of
these declines is the loss of pollinator habitat due to urbanization and land conversion from agriculture
and other land cover types. In 2020, College Park, Maryland committed to addressing this important issue
through a resolution forming the Bee City USA Committee and its engagement with the Xerces’ Society
for Invertebrate Conservation program of the same name.
College Park is home to at least 506 species insects known to act as pollinators, including 88 species of
bees, wasps, and ants, 138 species of butterflies and moths, 61 species of beetles, and 75 species of flies.
In College Park, however, habitat loss has been and continues to be a major issue, with a large part of the
city natural habitats supporting pollinators having been lost in the past decades, a trend that continues
with the increased development happening in the city. Years of research strongly suggest that these
changes very likely have led to pollinator losses and degradation of the ecosystem services they provide
in the city and the region.
In the context of the city’s commitment to pollinator protection, and the degradation of pollinator habitat
in the region, the city has an array of options available to tackle and revert this situation. Within this array
of options is the designation of a no-mow month in the spring, which allows over-wintering pollinators to
emerge and complete their life cycles with sufficient food and nesting resources. This is a program that
has been quantitatively demonstrated to be effective in at least one other city that implemented it and
represents a significant cost-effective way to allow the city to reach its commitments.
The Frequently Asked Questions document addresses issues on the no-mow month program, founding the
answers on the science and previous experience from other cities in the country. This document supports
the Bee City Committee recommendation for a No Mow Month in April 2022.
The end goals of this document are to provide supplementary information to support actions that will:





Demonstrate College Park’s municipal commitment to pollinator conservation
Pilot a No-Mow April in Spring, 2022 and 2023
Engage citizens of College Park in pollinator conservation
Explore additional policy approaches that support pollinators
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FAQ about No-Mow Months
Frequently Asked Questions about No-Mow Months, which are pertinent to the City of College Park,
MD.

- What is a "No-Mow Month"?
No Mow Months (originally called No Mow May) are actions taken by cities that seek to reduce lawn
mowing by residents for one month early in the Spring. This reduced mowing allows the herbaceous
plants commonly present in lawns to flower, providing crucial nectar and pollen sources for pollinators
emerging from winter diapause. In the USA, this action was first implemented in Appleton, WI, and is
now promoted across the country and supported by the Xerces Society.
- Why was April selected?
The “no mow” effort started in Appleton, WI, in the northern USA, where May corresponds to the
emergence time of most early-flowering plants. The onset of spring differs across latitudes, however.
College Park, being in the Mid-Atlantic region, experiences the first flowering wave in April. Thus, the
month of April appears as an optimal time to refrain from mowing.
- Why is a no-mow action early in the season beneficial to pollinators and biodiversity?
The early spring is a critical time for living organisms, and in particular for pollinators. During this time
they emerge from winter diapause and set up nests. Access to food (or lack thereof) during this early
spring period determines whether they are able to survive and reproduce. Many of the plants within our
lawns are some of the few early-flowering plants available in suburban areas like College Park, that have
a lot of development and limited native habitat. These early-flowering plants provide nectar and pollen
that is otherwise unavailable to them because of lack of alternative resources. Refraining from mowing
during that time in the season allows for these resources to remain available to pollinators, and support
their survival in our city.
- What data supports the efficacy of this action?
There is an extremely large body of research showing that promoting the presence of flowering resources
supports the survival of pollinators. In particular, a UN-mandated global report co-authored by, among
many others, one of the current College Park Bee City USA Committee members (Dr. Anahí Espíndola;
IPBES report; see “Summary for Policy Makers” for a summary of the full report) thoroughly
demonstrated this. A study on No Mow May in Appleton, WI demonstrated that the No Mow campaign is
effective and leads to increased pollinator abundance and diversity. Specifically, lawns where no mow
actions were done at the beginning of the season presented a five-fold increase in bee diversity, and threefold increase in bee species, compared with regularly mowed areas (Del Toro and Ribbons 2020). Other
studies have demonstrated that increased mowing intensity in urban greenspaces reduces biodiversity and
abundance of native pollinators (e.g., Wastian et al. 2016, Aguilera et al. 2019, Norton et al. 2019,
Watson et al. 2020).
- What is the experience of other cities with this action?
In a post-No Mow May survey of participants in Appleton, WI (Del Toro and Ribbons 2020), most
respondents indicated that participating in this effort had increased their awareness and motivated them to
be more proactive about pollinator conservation. Most respondents pledged to modify their lawn
management practices by reducing or eliminating use of synthetic pesticides and fertilizers, and by
2
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increasing native pollinator habitat. Notably, 87% of no-mow participants said they would participate
again in future years.
- Will this cost anything to the City of College Park or its residents?
No.
- What educational resources will accompany this action?
Our educational resources will have two goals: (1) increase awareness of pollinator and biodiversity loss,
and (2) teach members of our community about simple ways they can help pollinators and improve our
local ecosystem health. Signage will be provided that participants can post on their properties that will
attract the attention of nonparticipating neighbors and encourage them to learn more and participate in the
future. We will also circulate information in city publications and in our neighborhood listservs on the
importance of pollinators, factors affecting pollinator health, and ways we can help pollinators as
individuals and as a community.
- Will there be more complaints?
This is very unlikely. Our discussions with cities that have already implemented these programs indicate
that the number of complaints does not increase in association with the establishment of a no-mow month.
This is further helped by the use of proper signage on the properties that choose to participate. This is
something that our proposal will also include.
- How will code enforcement know?
We request that the City refrains from enforcing mowing-related Code during the month of April.
- Will this attract vermin?
No, this will not attract vermin. The most feared “vermin” are rats and snakes. The vegetation in a natural
landscape does not provide the type or quantity of food required to sustain a population of black or
Norway rats. These nonnative rats do not eat the seeds of our native grasses and flowers. Rats are more
likely attracted to human-produced food (corn, grain, pet foods, food scraps) provided in and near
structures like barns or garbage dumps. A neglected lot with human-deposited food litter among the
untended growth is indeed a rat magnet, but the managed natural landscape is not. Snakes may find a
hospitable habitat in either a traditional or a naturally landscaped yard if prey species, water sources,
sunny areas for basking, and shelter are present. Snakes may find shelter under outbuildings, in rock
walls, or in log piles; they are valuable neighbors because they eat true pests, such as mice, harmful
insects, and slugs.
- Will this favor ticks?
Deer ticks (Ixodes dammini), the primary vectors for Lyme disease, can be found wherever there are
suitable hosts. Because a benefit of natural landscaping is that it attracts and provides habitat for wildlife,
the landscape may also harbor the ticks associated with that wildlife. As deer ticks move through their life
cycle from larva to nymph to adult, their preferred hosts progress in size from white-footed mouse, to
small woodland mammals, to white-tailed deer. Adult ticks tend to climb vegetation up to 3 feet high to
wait for a large, warm-blooded animal to brush past. To reduce exposure possibilities, the natural
landscape should have setbacks or paths for the human visitor to walk on without brushing against
vegetation. The best prevention against Lyme disease is a careful check of body and clothes after being in
an area likely to have ticks.

3
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Will this favor mosquitoes?
No; in fact, this may even reduce mosquito densities on participating properties. Mosquitoes need
standing water to breed. Even the fastest-maturing breeds require standing water for at least 10
consecutive days. A turf lawn, with its shallow root system, is more likely to be unable to soak up all the
water from a heavy rain and have long-standing puddles than a natural landscape with its deeper-rooted
native plants. Natural landscapes tend to be planned to take full advantage of native plants whose water
requirements match the local rainfall and soils. Natural landscapes also improve habitat for mosquito
predators, like birds.
- How will this affect College Park's image?
If College Park enacts No Mow April, it will improve the city’s image by demonstrating that the city is
being proactive in addressing pollinator declines and engaging in nature conservation. To our
knowledge, no other cities in the surrounding area have participated in a no mow month. Therefore, this is
an excellent opportunity for the City of College Park to be a leader in the greater community in promoting
increased pollinator resources on private land. Moreover, because most residents use fossil fuel powered
lawnmowers, No Mow April will improve College Park’s image by reducing noise and air pollution, both
of which are harmful to native wildlife and lower our community’s quality of life.
- Have other Big10 Cities adopted a No-Mow Month?
Among the Big10 cities, College Park MD is one of the few participating in a Bee City USA program,
and the largest in terms of population density. None of the other Big10 cities have yet established a NoMow Month (see below). Accepting this proposal would put College Park in the leading edge of
pollinator and nature conservation among its Big10 Cities peers.
BIG10 City

Population
(est. 2019)

Area
(sq mi)

Pop density
(/sq mi)

Bee City
Membership

No-Mow Month

College Park, MD
State College, PA
East Lansing, MI
West Lafayette, IN
New Brunswick, NJ
Evanston, IL
Iowa City, IA
Bloomington, IN
Urbana-Champaign, IL
Ann Arbor, MI
Madison, WS
Lincoln, NB.
Minneapolis, MN
Columbus, OH

32,163
42,160
48,145
54,964
55,676
73,473
75,130
85,755
88,909
119,980
259,680
289,102
429,606
898,553

5.68
4.56
13.51
13.58
5.23
7.80
26.14
23.42
22.98
28.79
79.57
96.23
57.49
219.22

5,662
9,245
3,563
4,047
10,645
9,419
2,874
3,661
3,868
4,167
3,263
3,004
7,472
4,098

Bee City
Bee Campus
No
No
No
No
No
No
Bee Campus
Bee City
Bee City
No
Bee Campus
No

This proposal
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

4
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The scientific literature supports no-mow actions
There have been many studies and peer-reviewed publications demonstrating that reducing the number
and frequency of mowing events increases pollinator diversity and richness. Below, we present the main
message of some relevant studies, we provide a summary of the work done, and the reference to the work.

Intensive mowing in urban green spaces has adverse effects on butterfly species diversity and richness.
Summary of the study: The authors examined the temporal change in butterfly species richness and
abundance in 20 public urban green spaces. They assessed differences among parks that received intense
mowing, semi-natural areas mowed a few times per year, and unmanaged sites. They found that seminatural and unmanaged areas had higher numbers of butterfly species and lost fewer species over time
than intensely mowed areas.
Aguilera, G, Ekroos, J, Persson, AS, Pettersson, LB, and Öckinger, E. 2019. Intensive management
reduces butterfly diversity over time in urban green spaces. Urban Ecosystems, 22, 335-344.

No Mow May was an effective way to increase early season pollinator resources and to engage and
educate the community about pollinator conservation
Summary of the study: The authors examined floral and bee abundances in yards of No Mow May
participants versus nearby regularly mowed urban parks. They found that No Mow May yards had three
times higher bee richness and five times higher bee abundances than the regularly mowed parks. In a post
No Mow May survey, participants indicated that No Mow May motivated them to take further measures
to help pollinators, including increasing floral resources and nesting habitat in their yards and reducing
pesticide and fertilizer use.
Del Toro, ID and Ribbons, RR. 2020. No Mow May lawns have higher pollinator richness and
abundances: An engaged community provides floral resources for pollinators. PeerJ, 8, e10021.

Planting urban meadows in place of mown turfgrass enhances biodiversity
Summary of the study: The authors planted different types of meadow in six public greenspaces to assess
the response of biological diversity to urban meadow creation. They found that increasing plant height
and plant species diversity increased the richness and abundance of invertebrates and changed the soil
microbial community.
Norton, BA, Bending, GD, Clark, R, Corstanje, R, Dunnett, N, et al. 2019. Urban meadows as an
alternative to short mown grassland: effects of composition and height on biodiversity.
Ecological Applications, 29, e01946.

Reduced mowing can enhance species diversity in public urban greenspaces
Summary of the study: The authors compared intensively mowed lawns (mowed 12 times per year) with
meadows undergoing reduced mowing (mowed twice per year). The reduced mowing significantly
increased abundances and diversity of plant and insect species, including wild bee species.
5
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Wastian, L, Unterweger, PA, and Betz, O. 2016. Influence of the reduction of urban lawn mowing on
wild bee diversity (Hymenoptera, Apoidea). Journal of Hymenoptera Research, 49, 51–63.

High mowing intensity consistently has negative impacts on urban ecology
Summary of the study: The authors conducted a meta-analysis to investigate how mowing intensity
affects the ecology of urban lawns. Their analysis indicated that increased mowing intensity was
associated with lower invertebrate and plant diversity. Increased mowing also increased the occurrence
of pest species and allergenic plants. They also presented a case study that suggested a modest reduction
in mowing frequency could reduce the monetary cost of lawn management by 36%.
Watson, CJ, Carignan-Guillemette, L, Turcotte, C, Maire, V, and Proulx, R. 2020. Ecological and
economic benefits of low-intensity urban lawn management. Journal of Applied Ecology, 57,
436-446.
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Proposed Resolution
Designating the month of April, 2022, as No Mow April
WHEREAS, as a BEE CITY USA affiliate, the City of College Park and the Bee City USA Committee, is
directed to “Develop and implement a program to create or expand pollinator‐friendly habitat on public
and private land, to adopt sustainable pollinator‐friendly land management practices, and;
WHEREAS, the City of College Park is in a unique position, being a BEE CITY USA affiliate, to significantly
increase pollinator‐friendly habitat by encouraging pollinator‐friendly lawn‐care practices and by
incentivizing its citizens to take direct and meaningful action on their own properties, and
WHEREAS, ideal pollinator‐friendly habitat comprises mostly native wildflowers, grasses, vines, shrubs,
and trees blooming in succession throughout the growing season, is free or nearly free of pesticides,
comprises undisturbed spaces including leaf and brush piles, un‐mown fields or field margins, fallen
trees and other dead wood for nesting and overwintering; and provides connectivity between habitat
areas to support pollinator movement and resilience; and
WHEREAS, the formative period for establishment of pollinator and other insect species, and the many
songbirds and other urban wildlife species which depend upon them, occurs in late spring and early
summer when they emerge from dormancy and require flowering plants as crucial foraging habitat; and
these opportunities are dramatically reduced with early spring leaf‐litter removal and grass‐mowing;
now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of College Park recognize No Mow April to actively promote and educate
the community about the critical period of pollinator emergence, generation of crucial pollinator‐
supporting habitat and early spring foraging opportunities, and;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that for the duration of the month of April, the City of College Park shall
suspend the enforcement of §125‐10. Responsibilities of owners and occupants –J. It shall be unlawful
for any property owner or occupant to allow any weeds, briars,brush, or dead or dying trees or tree
limbs which constitute a hazard to person or property in the vicinity thereof, and turf grass more than
one foot in height, other than garden and yard plantings or naturalized or native managed landscapes
properly maintained by the owner or occupant, to accumulate or grow on any private property adjoining
any of the streets, alleys or lanes and within 200 feet thereof in the City of College Park, or to be move
or displaced onto adjoining public or private property.
Permitting all residents to voluntarily delay homeowner lawn‐care practices until May 1, allowing
pollinator species to emerge and early flowering grasses and forbs to establish, this may result in
ground‐cover exceeding established ordinance height restrictions.
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No Mow April
A proposal by the CP Bee City USA Committee
November, 2021
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Pollinators sustain our natural ecosystems and our food production

~85% of wild plants need pollinators to reproduce
Global annual value of pollination at
$235 billion-$577 billion!!
Pollinators increase yield in about 85% of world
leading crops

Yet, their populations are in decline!
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The City of College Park has responded to the call of protecting pollinators

-

Establish a standing Bee City USA committee to
advocate for pollinators.

-

Create and enhance pollinator habitat on public
and private land by increasing the abundance of
native plants and providing nest sites.

-

Reduce the use of pesticides.

-

Incorporate pollinator-conscious practices into city

Since 2021 - College Park is a Bee City USA!

policies and plans.
-

Host pollinator awareness events.
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The City of College Park has responded to the call of protecting pollinators

-

Establish a standing Bee City USA committee to
advocate for pollinators.

-

Create and enhance pollinator habitat on public
and private land by increasing the abundance of
native plants and providing nest sites.

-

Reduce the use of pesticides.

-

Incorporate pollinator-conscious practices into city

Since 2021 - College Park is a Bee City USA!

policies and plans.
-

Host pollinator awareness events.
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How to support pollinators through practices and policies in the City?
Pollinators need food and nesting habitat to survive
This means increasing floral resources and providing places to nest
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How to support pollinators through practices and policies in the City?
Pollinators need food and nesting habitat to survive
This means increasing floral resources and providing places to nest

Bilingual promotion of native plantings

Promote the planting of milkweed

Upcoming!
Pollinator Garden
Establishment
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How to support pollinators through practices and policies in the City?
The early spring is a critical time for pollinators in our area
At this time, many pollinators emerge and start establishing nests
Floral availability at this time defines whether the populations of these pollinators will thrive or suffer
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How to protect pollinators at this critical time of the year?
Letting the flowers grow early in the season!!
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How to protect pollinators at this critical time of the year?

NO-MOW MONTH!

This practice has been shown to increase pollinator diversity and richness!!
Agreeing with State assembly resolution: MD house bill 322 – Low impact landscaping
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What is a no-mow month?

For one month during the early spring,
lawns and landscapes are allowed to grow
out and remain undisturbed.

Flowering plants in our lawns are the earliest to
bloom providing a valuable resource during this
critical time.
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How does it work?

Residents simply let their lawns grow out for the month of April, mowing once other plants
start flowering in the landscape (early May in our region).
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Does it work?

Bee abundance

Number of Bee Species

YES!

Del Toro & Ribbons, 2020

Appleton, WI
065
No Mow campaign is effective and leads to increased pollinator abundance and diversity.

What are we requesting?

We request the City to declare the month of April
as No-Mow April
We request that the City refrains from enforcing
mowing-related Code during No-Mow April
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Is this likely to cause problems?
This is very unlikely.
In Appleton, WI where this program has been implemented the number of complaints did not
significantly increase in association with the establishment of a no-mow month.
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Is this likely to cause problems?
This is very unlikely.
In Appleton, WI where this program has been implemented the number of complaints did not
significantly increase in association with the establishment of a no-mow month.

Further helped by the use of proper signage
The Committee for a Better Environment will be
proposing a signage design competition.
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Is this likely to cause problems?
This is very unlikely.
In Appleton, WI where this program has been implemented the number of complaints did not
significantly increase in association with the establishment of a no-mow month.

Further helped by the use of proper signage
The Committee for a Better Environment will be
proposing a signage design competition.
We are proposing a one year trial period for
this program to identify and correct any
issues that may occur.
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Will this help College Park establish as a leader?
CP will become known for its informed, appropriate, and timely conservation actions

Locally
CP has been the first of the Four Cities to become Bee City USA
Regionally
Sustainable Maryland - Pollinator Corridor
Big10
No Big 10 cities have yet implemented this program
Nationally
Few cities in the USA have implemented it
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Proposed Resolution
Designating the month of April, 2022, as No Mow April
WHEREAS, as a BEE CITY USA affiliate, the City of College Park and the Bee City USA Committee, is directed to “Develop and implement a
program to create or expand pollinator-friendly habitat on public and private land, to adopt sustainable pollinator-friendly land management
practices, and;
WHEREAS, the City of College Park is in a unique position, being a BEE CITY USA affiliate, to significantly increase pollinator-friendly habitat
by encouraging pollinator-friendly lawn-care practices and by incentivizing its citizens to take direct and meaningful action on their own
properties, and
WHEREAS, ideal pollinator-friendly habitat comprises mostly native wildflowers, grasses, vines, shrubs, and trees blooming in succession
throughout the growing season, is free or nearly free of pesticides, comprises undisturbed spaces including leaf and brush piles, un-mown
fields or field margins, fallen trees and other dead wood for nesting and overwintering; and provides connectivity between habitat areas to
support pollinator movement and resilience; and
WHEREAS, the formative period for establishment of pollinator and other insect species, and the many songbirds and other urban wildlife
species which depend upon them, occurs in late spring and early summer when they emerge from dormancy and require flowering plants as
crucial foraging habitat; and these opportunities are dramatically reduced with early spring leaf-litter removal and grass-mowing; now,
therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the City of College Park recognize No Mow April to actively promote and educate the community about the critical
period of pollinator emergence, generation of crucial pollinator-supporting habitat and early spring foraging opportunities, and;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that for the duration of the month of April, the City of College Park shall suspend the enforcement of § 125-10.
Responsibilities of owners and occupants –J. It shall be unlawful for any property owner or occupant to allow any weeds, briars, brush, or dead
or dying trees or tree limbs which constitute a hazard to person or property in the vicinity thereof, and turf grass more than
one foot in height, other than garden and yard plantings or naturalized or native managed landscapes properly maintained by the owner or
occupant, to accumulate or grow on any private property adjoining any of the streets, alleys or lanes and within 200 feet thereof in the City of
College Park, or to be move or displaced onto adjoining public or private property.
Permitting all residents to voluntarily delay homeowner lawn-care practices until May 1, allowing pollinator species to emerge and early
flowering grasses and forbs to establish, this may result in ground-cover exceeding established ordinance height restrictions. 071

BIG 10 City
College Park, MD
State College, PA
East Lansing, MI
West Lafayette, IN
New Brunswick, NJ
Evanston, IL
Iowa City, IA
Bloomington, IN
Urbana-Champaign, IL
Ann Arbor, MI
Madison, WS
Lincoln, NB.
Minneapolis, MN
Columbus, OH

Populatio
n (est.
2019)
32,163
42,160
48,145
54,964
55,676
73,473
75,130
85,755
88,909
119,980
259,680
289,102
429,606
898,553

Area (sq
mi)
5.68
4.56
13.51
13.58
5.23
7.80
26.14
23.42
22.98
28.79
79.57
96.23
57.49
219.22

Pop
density
(/sq mi)
5,662
9,245
3,563
4,047
10,645
9,419
2,874
3,661
3,868
4,167
3,263
3,004
7,472
4,098

Bee City
Membership

No-Mow
Month

Bee City
Bee Campus
No
No
No
No
No
No
Bee Campus
Bee City
Bee City
No
Bee Campus
No

This proposal
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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4
Discussion of a
Participatory
Budgeting
process
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CITY OF COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND
WORKSESSION AGENDA ITEM

Prepared By:

Gary Fields, Finance Director

Presented By:

Gary Fields, Finance Director

Meeting Date: 11/2/2021
Proposed Consent: No

Originating Department:

Finance

Issue Before Council:

Information on Participatory Budgeting

Strategic Plan Objective:

Innovate and improve City services to enhance quality, value, and accessibility
for all our residents.

Background/Justification:
Participatory budgeting is a process of democratic deliberation and decision-making, involving City
residents and stakeholders to decide how to allocate part of the annual budget. Participatory budgeting
allows citizens to identify, discuss, and prioritize public spending. Citizens assist in defining and prioritizing
which projects, processes, problems or opportunities should receive a portion of the City budget, and
how much that portion should be.
Some of the goals of participatory budgeting are greater government transparency and accountability, more
equitable public spending, and increased levels of community participation.
Participatory budgeting is different in every governmental unit that uses it – there is no “one size fits all”
template for the process. However, for the process to work and be successful there are some common
requirements:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

A dedicated source of public funding
An agreed upon process and schedule
Significant City staff involvement to facilitate/mediate the process
Community volunteers to facilitate the process
Outreach to the neighborhood to get people to attend
A commitment by the Mayor and City Council to implement projects that win

For more detail on participatory budgeting in local government see Attachments 1 and 2 for excerpts
from the City of Vallejo, CA and Durham, NC, respectively.
Fiscal Impact:
N/A
Council Options:
1. Provide direction to staff regarding participatory budgeting
2. Take no action
Staff Recommendation:
Staff will take direction from City Council
Recommended Motion:
N/A
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Attachments:
1. Excerpt from City of Vallejo, CA website
2. Excerpt from Durham, NC website
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ATTACHMENT 1 - Excerpt from Vallejo CA Webiste

What is Participatory Budgeting?
Participatory Budgeting (PB) is a democratic process in which community members recommend to
the City Council how to spend part of a public budget. It enables taxpayers to work with
government to make the budget decisions that affect their lives. Developed first in Brazil in 1989,
Participatory Budgeting is now practiced in over 1,500 cities around the world.
In 2012, the Vallejo City Council established the first city-wide PB process in the Unities States,
where residents directly engaged with their local government to develop and recommend projects
as part of the annual budget. Over the past five cycles, the City of Vallejo has allocated ove r $8.3
million to fund a total of 47 projects, while engaging over 20,000 residents of Vallejo.
The goals of Participatory Budgeting are:
- Improve our city
- Engage our community
- Open up government
The City and Vallejo residents’ involvement in Participatory Budgeting has made Vallejo a model
for city and government institutions worldwide. Through new partnerships with universities and
educational institutions, non-profit organizations, generated recognition from The White
House, The Atlantic, Slate Magazine, Time and National Public Radio, Vallejo has become the
gold standard for public participation and collaborative government.
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ATTACHMENT 2 – Excerpt from Durham NC website

How Participatory Budgeting Works
Participatory Budgeting (PB) involves a two-year cycle of meetings, voting, and project implementation. It
becomes part of the broader budget decision-making process. Each city, school, or organization that does PB
adapts it to their specific needs, but PB generally follows these steps:
1. Design the Process - A steering committee, appointed by council, creates the rules in partnership with government
officials to ensure the process is inclusive and meets local needs.
2. Brainstorm Ideas - Through meetings and online tools, residents share and discuss ideas for projects.
3. Develop Proposals - Volunteers, usually called budget delegates, develop the ideas into feasible proposals, which are
then vetted by experts.
4. Vote - Residents vote to divide the available budget between the proposals.
5. Project Implementation - The government implements the winning projects, such as bus shelters, Wi-Fi in public
parks, or sidewalk improvements. The government and residents track and monitor implementation

How Participatory Budgeting Works in Durham
City Council has committed $2.4 million for Durham PB projects. Each of the 3 City Council wards has up to
$800,000 for residents to decide upon for use in "one-time projects"

What Are "One-Time Projects"?
One-time projects are projects with one-time expenditures that address a community need. Projects can be
built on City, Durham Housing Authority, and private land, upon donation. “One-time projects” may include
physical infrastructure, technological improvements, and community enhancements. “One-time projects” may
have some sort of associated operating cost. However, they do not require the City to hire additional staff.
Monetary donations will not be considered. Before projects are put before a public vote, they must be reviewed
by the City Manager, City Staff, and the Participatory Budgeting Steering Committee to ensure they meet all
legal requirements.
Examples of “one-time projects” include park improvements, computers for a community center, bus shelters,
and bike-lanes.

History of Participatory Budgeting
The process was first developed in Brazil in 1989, and there are now over 1,500 participatory budgets around
the world.
The vast majority occur at the municipal level of government. PB has also been used for counties, states,
housing authorities, schools and school systems, universities, coalitions, and other public agencies. For more
information about the history of PB and other municipalities that have implemented this process please visit:
participatorybudgeting.org
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5.
Requests
for/Status of
Future Agenda
Items
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TO:

Mayor, City Council, City Manager and Department Directors

FROM:

Janeen S. Miller, City Clerk

DATE:

October 25, 2021

RE:

Future Agendas

The following items are tentatively placed on future agendas. This list has been
prepared by the City Manager and me and represents the current schedule for items
that will appear on future agendas.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2021 REGULAR MEETING
Proclamation: Good Neighbor Day 10th anniversary (UMD request)
Proclamation: Municipal Government Works month
Proclamation: Small Business Saturday
Public Hearing and possible adoption of 21-O-14
Public Hearing and possible adoption of 21-O-13
Public Hearing and possible adoption of 21-CR-02
Proposed Consent: CPV-2021-08, 9741 51st Place
Proposed Consent: CPV-2021-09, 9726 51st Place
Proposed Consent: CPV-2021-10, 10114 51st Avenue
Proposed Consent: CPD-2021-02, 7403 Dartmouth Avenue
Follow-up discussion about the proposed County Redistricting Maps – Bill Gardiner,
Assistant City Manager
Contract Amendment for the College Park Woods Clubhouse project - Robert Marsili,
Director of Public Works (Agenda item 21-G-128)
Approval of Amended and Restated Declaration of Condominium for One College Park
Condominium for City Hall – Suellen Ferguson, City Attorney
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2021: RM and/or WS as needed
Proposed Consent: Approval of the Jack Perry Award Recipient – Janeen S. Miller, City
Clerk
Discussion with College Park Housing Authority and Del. Mary Lehman about the
renovation/improvement needs at Attick Towers – Kenneth Young, City Manager and
Bill Gardiner, Assistant City Manager (40)
06-08-21: Update the list of undeeded properties in the City and review the current
policy – Steve Halpern, City Engineer and Suellen Ferguson, City Attorney (20)
05-18-21: Consideration and possible action on a proposal for parking prohibitions at
4500 Beechwood Road – Bob Ryan, Director of Public Services; Jim Miller, Parking
Enforcement Manager; and Steve Halpern, City Engineer (20)
Staff Recommendations for changes to the Prohibited Vehicle Ordinance (follow-up to
the October 19, 2021 Worksession) – Bob Ryan, Director of Public Services; Jim Miller,
Parking Enforcement Manager; and Suellen Ferguson, City Attorney (20)
2:00
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 7, 2021 WORKSESSION
Placeholder: Presentation of Jack Perry Award
Review of proposed 2022 Mayor and Council meeting schedule – Janeen S. Miller, City
Clerk (15)
Proposed Special Session: Approval of public school education grant awards –
Education Advisory Committee Chairperson Carolyn Bernache and Director of Youth,
Family and Senior Services Kiaisha Barber (15)
:50
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 2021 – INAUGURATION (try to limit agenda items)
Approval of 2022 Mayor and Council meeting schedule (by incoming M&C)
Approval of the appointment of the Mayor Pro Tem (by incoming M&C)

January, 2022
Discussion of rules and regulations for City parks and playgrounds - Robert Marsili,
Director of Public Works and Brenda Alexander, Assistant Director of Public Works (20)
09-01-20: Discussion of a commemorative bench program – request of Councilmember
Kabir (send Robert the form) - Robert Marsili, Director of Public Works
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February, 2022
08-04-21: Discussion of decennial redistricting

ANNUAL ITEMS
January, early: Discussion of Homestead Tax Credit Rate (currently at 0%) (must
certify by March 25 to change rate)
January, after an election: Review and adoption of Council Rules and Procedures
January: Review annual reports and workplans from advisory boards
IFC/PHA Annual meeting with Council (when is best?)
March: Annual Review/Renewal of Insurance Contracts
March: Annual farmers market debrief
March: Annual Economic Development Report
April and September: Comments on the M-NCPPC budget
June Worksession: Review of applications for advisory board vacancies
June Regular Meeting: Annual appointments to advisory boards
Early Fall: Annual presentation from SHA on projects in the City (schedule prior to CTP
discussion)
Fall: Annual police agency presentation

MASTER LIST
2021 Quarterly Financial Presentations: January 26, April 27, August 10, October 26.
2021 Quarterly Appointments to advisory boards: January 12, April 13, June 15,
October 12
10-01-19: Discussion of signing on to the principles of the Maryland Advocates for
Sustainable Transportation – request of Mayor Wojahn
Discussion of additional roadway connectivity between City neighborhoods - AND –
Find options to reduce traffic on our major roadways (include Complete Streets) (40)
Terry Schum, Director of Planning; Steve Halpern, City Engineer; Robert Marsili,
Director of Public Works
02-04-20: Follow up discussion on certain events held in the City (Veterans and
Memorial Day events, MLK Tribute and Blues Festival)
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Review of proposal for a pilot program for a rebate to homeowners for installation of
residential security camera systems - Bob Ryan, Director of Public Services (20)
Discussion of goals and purpose for City Events, and criteria for evaluating City Events
(30)
09-15-20: Tax credits to homeowners for purchase of flood insurance – Councilmember
Rigg
12-01-20: Discussion on establishment of a Human Relations Commission –
Councilmember Mitchell
12-01-20: Discussion on holding a City-wide business roundtable – Councilmember
Mitchell
Follow-up discussion on a City Youth Advisory Committee – Kiaisha Barber, Director of
Youth, Family and Senior Services (30)
Presentation on Accela land use CRM software
08-10-21: Ordinance 21-O-09, Tree Canopy Protection
INFORMATION REPORT: Report on Right-Of-Way at Edgewood Road at intersection
with US 1 – Terry Schum and Steve Halpern
MOU for Shop Made in Maryland – Michael Williams, Economic Development Manager
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City of College Park
Annual Proclamation List
Approved 08/10/2021 21-R-15
2021 Dates

January
February
February
March
April
April
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
September
September
September

14
14
28

October
October
November

12

November

9

9

Martin Luther King, Jr.
Black History Month
Women’s Heart Health Month
Women’s History Month
Arbor Day
Children’s Mental Health Week
Kids To Parks Day
Bike To Work Day
Volunteer Appreciation Month (the date may shift to
coincide with the City’s annual appreciation event)
Immigrant Heritage Month
Juneteenth
LGBTQ Pride Month
Pollinator Week (for 3rd full week in June)
Chesapeake Bay Awareness Week
Suicide Prevention Month
Hispanic Heritage Month (Sept. 15 through Oct. 15)
Mayor’s Monarch Pledge proclamation (end of September
for the 1st Saturday in October)
Indigenous Peoples’ Day
Business of the Year recipient
Municipal Government Works Month (MML Banner City
requirement)
Small Business Saturday
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